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Motivation

Goal:

Develop a structure for learning multimodal representations from unlabeled data 
with a convolution free transformer architecture from scratch

Why raw signals? 

● Transformers are labeled-data hungry
● High costs for labeled data acquisition

○ Remember the paper battle back to Monday - Large noisy data vs. clean small data?



Can we extract all information from a video clip?

● Given an input video, audio waveform, or text we want to extract high level 
feature information as the aggregated representation of the whole input.



Yes we can, introducing VATT

Modality-agnostic -  the idea is to test whether there exists a single, general-purpose model for all the modalities
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DropToken 

Redundancies information in different modalities (audio/video)

Since the Transformer’s computational complexity is quadratic O(N2) where N is 
the number of tokens in the input sequence. 

- Sample a portion of the tokens and then feed the sampled sequence, not the complete 
set of tokens, to the transformer



Common space projection - misalignment for noisy multi-modality data

Cross-modality regularization

- such comparison is more 
feasible if we assume 
there are different levels 
of semantic granularity 
for different modalities



MIL-NCE loss

Multiple Instance Learning Noise Contrastive Estimation

- First proposed from paper presented on Monday: End-to-End Learning of Visual 
Representations

Video-audio pairs Video-text pairs



Downstreamed Task

- Downstream on four tasks 
- Video action recognition 
- Audio event classsificaition 
- Text-to video retrieval 
- Image classification 

- Pretraining on AudioSet and HowTo100M
- video-audio pairs from AudioSet
- video-audio-text triplets from HowTo100M

- Finetuning on other datasets OR zero-shot depending on the downstreaming 
task



Fine-tuning for video action recognition

Fine-tune VATT’s vision Transformer on Kinetics-400, Kinetics-600, and Moments in Time

[9] Gedas Bertasius, Heng Wang, and Lorenzo Torresani. Is space-time attention all you need for video understanding? arXiv preprint arXiv:2102.05095, 2021. 2, 3, 6, 7

modality-agnostic backbone 
(VATT-MA-Medium)



Fine-tune VATT’s 
- vision transformer for vision-tasks
- audio transformer for audio-tasks

Zeo-shot:
- Feed video-text pairs
- Extract representation from common space
- Rank videos based on their similarities to the 

input text

Fine-tuning



Learned Feature Visualization

Justification for design choice:
It is worth noting that there is no clear difference between the modality-agnostic features and the modality-specific ones



Model Activations

Different layers/nodes have different 
jobs, depending on the modality:

- Early nodes for text
- Middle layer for video/audio
- Later layer for aggregation

the average activation of each node at the output of the MLP module, before the residual addition



Drop-token Results

- Randomly drop 
75%,50%, 25%, 0% 

- Prefer 
High-resolution 
inputs  

 



Questions?


